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We insist upon top quality products
from nationally recognized manufacturers. Our broad inventory consists
of more than 64,000 stocked items,
from gourmet to everyday.
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Never content to rest on our laurels,
we strive to continuously improve and
innovate our products and services.
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■ Commodities at a Glance
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■ Restaurant Industry News

This commitment to excellence has
served our customers well for more
than 95 years, and continues to serve
as our standard for success.
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Morning Market Comments
December 05, 2023

Soy Complex

In what was a quiet day, March Bean
Oil saw a 100pt range, settling down
35pts or -.55% to 6285. A similar story
in March Beans and Meal with the former closing down 8.75 or -.59% to
1483 1/2 and the latter finishing down
2.4 or -.52% to 462.7. Early trade today
has Bean Oil stronger by around 1%
and the Bean and Meal weaker by
about 1%

Weighing on Bean Oil was continued
weakness in energy markets, with
crude oil falling to a 3 weak low based
on demand concerns. Crude, gasoline,
and heating oil were all down over 3%
on the day. As we’ve mentioned, despite the renewable mandates coming
in with a lower floor than expected,
bean oil continues to be a feedstock
and thus should remain largely positively correlated with energy movements.
With that in mind, if one takes the US
Federal Government at its word, they
should begin refilling the SPR with prices approaching 70, likely adding support as we approach that level.

Macroeconomics
Wednesday saw a bit of strength in
equity markets, with the DJIA finishing
the day up 133pts to 33270, the S&P up
29pts to 3853, and the Nasdaq up
around 72 to 10459.

As we look forward to tomorrow’s nonfarm payrolls, data leading in suggest a
stronger than wanted (by the Fed) numAs Brazil begins rolling with harvest, it ber. Job openings reported yesterday
is expected they will take the majority of remain robust, and jobless claims this
bean export demand, likely causing
morning were better than expectations.
bean stocks in the US to build. ConWith labor inflation continuing to chalversely, with concerns over Argentina
lenge the Fed pace, the market could
and crush output (and US supply chain shift towards concern over “higher for
challenges), meal nearby has shown
longer”, resulting risk off in the short
strength. With the combination of beans term.
being potentially flat to weaker and
meal higher, crush margins would appear to have support without oil share
doing more work. This doesn’t mean
Early Look
that oil can’t rally, only that it wouldn’t
have to do as much of the heavy lifting Soybeans — Down 5 cents
as it had previously.
Soymeal — Down 4 dollars
Soy Oil — Up 65 points

Calendar
Thursday - Balance of Trade, Jobless
Claims, S&P PMI

Friday - Non-Farm Payrolls, Labor Force
Participation, Weekly Export Sales

Quotable:

“A life if frustration is inevitable for any
coach whose main enjoyment is winning.”
Chuck Noll
Information contained herein is based on reports, communications, or other sources believed to be reliable. Neither the information
contained herein nor any opinion expressed
shall be construed as a solicitation to buy or sell
any securities mentioned, but merely an expressed opinion.

BEEF COMMENTARY
With back-to-back holiday weeks, production schedules were once again on
the lighter side and this in-turn gave sellers significant confidence in the market this week. Buyers felt little risk to the downside given these factors which
led the bulk of quotations higher. Many participants have noted an increased
interest from the retail sector for January, which built some confidence around
consumer spending heading into January.
GROUND BEEF:
Fine grinds were quietly unchanged in most instances. With reduced slaughters back-to-back weeks, 73% and 81% fine grinds were the lone movers
higher
MARKET OUTFRONT:
The bottom line is this— Markets have increase across the board due to
the winter storms and the holidays closures. Tenders and rib eyes were
stronger due to the same issues. We will not see Tenders or Rib eyes start to
weaken until the third week of January 2023. Round cuts are higher. Grinds
have finally reached the bottom and will increase $.25- $.35 as consumers demand continues. Thin meats will be mostly steady.

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Grinds will be up. $.30
The round cuts will be up $.20
The chuck rolls will be up. $.10
The market on strips will be up $.40
Choice Tenders will be steady
Ribeye’s will be up $1.00
Beef Sirloin Flap meat will be up. $.36.
Choice Peeled skirts will be steady to up
$.30. Chuck flap meat will be up $.09

HAVE A GREAT WEEK!

Produce West Inc.

(800)-538-5826

18911 Portola Drive Suite #D

1/5/23
Conventional Items
Lettuce
Although significant and Much needed rain is Forecast for most of California , the Winter production ground in
the Desert is expected to stay dry and mild. This should continue the trend of improved production and the delayed but orderly market correction. Demand is anticipated to improve once prices finally reach more sustainable levels. Other than some trimmable epidermal blister , Quality has been improving along with weights.

Leaf Lettuce
Romaine Industry supplies have mostly returned to near normal although some tiered pricing remains especially on Romaine Hearts. Mild weather in the desert will continue to allow markets to level out for all shippers
resulting in improved demand especially once retail prices correspond to the influx of supply.
Red leaf, Green leaf , Boston, Romaine and Romaine Heart. has seen increased epidermal peel , with most
being trimmed at field level although increased discoloration will become more evident as growth accelerates,
especially if any precipitation makes it to the Desert.

Celery
Pricing will start to come down now that the holiday pull is past and we start to see an increase in harvest out of
the Desert growing regions. Quality and weights have been good, especially out of Santa Maria and Oxnard.

Artichokes
Production of the Thornless variety has finished in Northern California as growers are still awaiting the start of
their Winter varieties next month

Broccoli
The market is beginning to decline as we see an increase in production out of the Desert growing regions. Look
for markets to continue in this manner as we finish out the week.

Cauliflower
Prices have dropped drastically over the last 6 days. Markets are reaching the floor and shippers are looking to
move product. Run your offers by us!!
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1/5/23
Conventional Items
Brussels Sprouts
Supplies from Coastal California have been strong although much needed heavy rains have begun to diminish
quality which will eventually reduce supplies before production from Mexico will begin later this
month. Anticipate steady markets from the Desert and likely discounts from Northern California loading areas
while awaiting supplies from Mexico.

Green Onions
Green Onion production is on its annual New Year Holiday decline. Mostly due to labor shortage but also Cooler
weather has allowed growers to delay harvest and allow plants to grow. Prices have escalated in response to
the limited supplies which are expected to last for a couple weeks. Some discoloration issues continue to be
evident on arrivals. Border delays continue to be an intermittent issue especially during the Holidays.

Strawberries
Limited availability in the California and the Baja growing regions due to rain and cold weather. California fruit is
generally fair quality, firm, some inconsistently sized berries, occasional bruising, misshapen and white shoulders, and rain damage. Central Mexico is reporting better quality on their fruit, but harvesting is limited. Florida
is still reporting inclement and colder weather. Santa Maria, California, is forecast for rain Today and Thursday,
Friday partly sunny skies, Saturday mostly cloudy skies, and Sunday mostly cloudy with showers. Highs are expected in the upper 50s to low 60s and lows in the 40s. Oxnard, California, is forecast for rain Wednesday and
Thursday, Friday partly sunny, Saturday mostly cloudy, and Sunday partly sunny with an occasional shower.
Highs are expected in the low 60s and lows in the 50s on Wednesday, decreasing to the 40s for the balance of
the week. Central Mexico is forecast to be mostly sunny with highs in the 70s and lows in the 50s. Plant City,
Florida is forecast Wednesday as mostly cloudy, Thursday morning thunderstorms, and sunny the balance of
the week. Highs are expected in the 80s on Wednesday, decreasing to the 70s for the balance of the week, and
lows in the 60s on Wednesday, decreasing to the low 50s on Thursday, down to the 40s on Friday, and then increasing to the low 50s for the weekend.

Raspberries
Still tight supplies on both conventional and organic raspberries. Lighter production will continue into next week.
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1/5/23
Conventional Items
Blackberries
Good volume again this week on both organic and conventional. Shippers will be looking to promote in the short
term.

Blueberries
Additional supplies will be coming in this week with post-holiday arrivals hitting the East Coast. Delays through
the Panama Canal will start clearing up a bit. Expect a declining market as more supplies inbound.

Stone Fruit
The first arrivals for offshore stone fruit into LA are still scheduled to be available the week of January 9th. This
arrival is scheduled to have TP White Peaches, TP Yellow Peaches, TP White Nectarines and TP Black Plums.
East coast arrivals are expected the following week. Shippers are taking pre orders and pricing will be high for
the first few weeks of the season.

Grapes
With the California season finished, there will be more demand for offshore fruit. Volumes will be lighter in the
the coming weeks and we will see an uptick in pricing, especially on red varieties. Green grapes are in better
supply this week, although that is expected to change over the next 2 weeks as supplies will be lighter in the
coming weeks. Currently there are production gaps as a result of recent protests in Peru. Overall quality has
been strong on Peruvian fruit.

Oranges
Extreme weather in California causing harvest delays. Growers try not to pick fruit wet, although they may be
forced to in some cases. There will likely be some quality issues including rot and mold. Volumes will diminish
and pricing is expected to strengthen in the coming days.

Lemons
Similar issues as oranges, lemons will be difficult to harvest over the next week and beyond, Quality issues are
already coming into play and we will see more as we move into January. Demand is starting to increase and we
will likely begin to see an increase in overall pricing over the coming week.
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1/5/23
Conventional Items
Limes
Light volumes continue this week and pricing is stronger on product out of Texas. Rainy weather in Mexican
production areas is slowing production and quality is beginning to suffer. Lighter color and shorter shelf life has
been reported, and these issues are likely to continue for the coming weeks.

Cantaloupes
Little has changed and little looks to change for cantaloupes in the next week. Production is coming from Guatemala and Honduras. Rain is predicted for Honduras, with some weekend showers in Guatemala, which should
keep supplies moderately light. Quality and sizing has been good. Demand has been slow. Logistical problems
getting to West Coast ports are lingering keeping availability in CA and Texas very light. Florida is where most
of the supplies and entering the country, followed by East Coast cities. Demand is looking to remain seasonally
slow with high prices also inhibiting movement. Winter storms and cold should keep demand light, and along
with production remaining light, little looks to change next week.

Honeydews
Light supplies have gotten even lighter with Mexican production on the wane and their local demand picking up
as tourists flock to winter resorts. It seems like there have been much less dews planted on all areas for the past
year, except for Mexico. Weather related production issues as described for lopes will affect dews as
well. Demand is light and also looks to remain so. Little change is expected in the market next week.

Dry Onions
Equilibrium…right now there is about as much supply hitting the market as there is demand. Evaluating the storage is the next step in trying to figure out where this market is going. It seems stabilized at the moment…but
when school is back in session and we all return to “the winter grind” this market will
start to show who it really is.

Asparagus
Demand for Mexican Asparagus is rising as the inconsistent supplies from Peru are showing itself to be a factor.
There is not enough grass to go around and we haven’t even started any ads. The market in Mexico has gone
from the low $20’s in late December to demand exceed supply and $40 will not be
uncommon. C’mon higher temperatures!
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1/5/23
Organic Items
OG Broccoli & Cauliflower
Cauliflower and Broccoli Production in the desert has been delayed by cooler than normal temperatures although warming over Christmas weekend finally pushed production forward and markets are showing signs
of easing. This trend should continue as long as the weather remains mild. Quality should also see a big boost
as well.

OG Celery
Strong demand for the Holidays has boosted prices as production transitioned to Southern California where
some growers have seen heavy losses due to Fusarium Wilt. Limited Production from Mexico
and the Desert should start to increase although the majority of product comes from Oxnard where much needed steady rain forecast for the next 10 days will delay or reduce overall supplies.

OG Herbs & Bunch Greens
Production has been slow to start the desert season with improving demand prices have begun to escalate.
We expect supplies to improve as temperatures warms and growers get deeper into their planting schedules .

OG Root Vegetables
Carrot Production should be improving as temperatures have moderated in the Central Valley although continue to plan ahead to get full coverage.

OG Leaf and Iceberg Lettuce
Leaf, Iceberg & Romaine Mild weather in the Desert should benefit Romaine and especially Romaine
Hearts as production is nearing normal supplies. As long as precipitation avoids the Desert we should see quality start to improve although epidermal blister and discoloration currently are widespread. Most growers are able
to remove the majority in the field but plenty will be evident. Demand has been good to start and should improve further as prices ease and quality improves.
Green and Red leaf Overall supplies have improved from the warmer temperatures along with weights
and sizing. Epidermal Discoloration is increasingly more evident with most being trimmed in the field and
if temperatures continue to be mild , quality should improve in a couple weeks .
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1/5/23
Organic Items

OG Citrus
Lemons, Oranges, Limes and Grapefruit Strong demand throughout the entire Citrus
category due to strong retail sales and revived foodservice activity. Heavy, Much needed
rain has interrupted harvest and tightened supplies
Lemon California production continues to improve along with quality, peaking on smaller ,
Fancy sizes. Mexico has improved quality and overall volume as well.
Lime quality and supplies remain inconsistent with varied prices.
California Navels are peaking production with improved sizing but overall mostly medium
sizes. Steady rain throughout California has delayed harvest since last week.
Mandarin supplies, currently mostly Clementines, have improved with heavy demand for
the Holiday season
Grapefruit supplies are limited with improved volume expected in coming weeks.
Cara's have begun with limited supplies as well as Blood's . Take advantage of these
Great seasonal varieties.

Mexico – The crop out of Michoacan is in transition, with a mix of Aventajada and
Normal blooms being harvested at varying elevations. This is resulting in a strong
number of small sizes (60s and 70s averaging 15% of the pack-out) and #2s at 21%
of the pack out. HAB data shows 55 million lbs. from Mexico into the US last week
with another 55 million lbs. expected this week. Size curve is peaking on 48ct (31% of
the pack-out) with a healthy mix of other sizes, and an emphasis on 70ct and smaller.
Organic supplies are steady, with great availability on 48ct and larger sizes. Organic
60s are sold out at the border. Dry Matter has been averaging 30.7% across both
Aventa and Normal fruit.
Short Term Outlook – Steady harvest with deals on 70ct and smaller fruit, as well as
#2 fruit.

Long Term Outlook – Promotable volume from Mexico will pave the way for strong
promotions around the Super Bowl. Pricing should hold steady into mid-February.

We are price date of shipment on all orders loading MX fruit. Please check with me on
available fruit options before sending an order.
A Fuel surcharge may be added to all prices at time of shipping.

.

Melissa Brucker | Food Service Account Manager
1141A Cummings Road | Santa Paula, CA 93060
Office (805) 921-3249 | Cell (805) 504-5423
MelissaB@Calavo.com

Nick Garcia
Direct: 805-312-0164
Email: nick.garcia@westfaliafruit.com

Mission Statement
“Never content to rest on our laurels, we strive to continuously improve and
innovate our products and services. This commitment to excellence has
served our customers well for more than 95 years, and continues to serve as
our standard for success.”

Our Promise
We insist upon top quality products from nationally recognized manufacturers. Our broad inventory consists of more than 64,000 stocked items, from
gourmet to everyday. Never content to rest on our laurels, we strive to continuously improve and innovate our products and services. This commitment to
excellence has served our customers well for more than 90 years, and continues to serve as our standard for success.
We understand that our customers rely on accurate and prompt deliveries.
Our technological systems ensure that every order reaches customers on
time and in optimal condition. Our state-of-the-art warehousing systems process every order with precision. A fleet of modern, temperature-controlled
delivery trucks is equipped with satellite positioning technology to provide
customers with faster, more efficient deliveries. These advances inspire customer confidence and satisfaction, which has been our goal since 1925.

